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About This Game

Grail to the Thief is an interactive audio adventure for Windows, Mac and Linux that can be played using only sound, without
the need for visuals. The game has been designed with the needs of the blind and visually impaired in mind but can be enjoyed
by everyone. Our goal is to deliver an exciting, immersive experience in which the player will always be fully aware of what is

happening through the use of voice-overs, sound effects, ambient sound and music.

The game stars Hank Krang, a dirty thief from the near future who recently had a self-aware time machine called the Time
Excursion Digital Interface, or TEDI, fall into his lap after a poker game. He has decided to use this technology to go

throughout time, stealing priceless artifacts. On his first adventure, Grail to the Thief, Hank travels to Arthurian times in search
of the Holy Grail.
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Enjoyable twin-stick shooter, good controls, slightly easy on 'Hot', slightly samey weapons, but fun.. Muffet is cute! CUTE!.
Well I bought the first one, so I may as well complete the set.. I played the kickstarter demo a long time ago and I gotta say I
really enjoyed it, and that's the reason why I bought it on steam. In this updated version of the game though, I did notice some
changes that I didn't like. In the demo some npcs had similar art syle to that of the main characters, but now some seem to have
3D-like character models as their character portrait, you know when someone is talking and stuff, that's the only gripe I have
with it.

I recommend you find the demo from kickstarter and try it out, if your interested in what your seeing on the video\/images on
the steam page that is. Paying for an early access game is risky but in my opinion this game is worth it and its not that expensive.

*will make a better review once the full game is out*

 I still can't decide who is best grill, Arcadia or Dawn . nice sky war game. I had been on the fence for a while now, but the 70%
off sale and a friend's recommendation finally swung me to take the plunge.

When it comes to racing, I'm an F1 guy through and through, so switching to this title was more than a little disorientating - but
this would of course make sense. The AI are competent and the difficulty levels feel spot on. There are the usual driving assist
you would expect to find in any racing titles and these can be switched on r off independently.

The game runs well, even on relatively low-spec machines.

My favourite part of the game thus far is the very well crafted career mode. Create your rider, enter some races as a wild card
and work your way not only up teams, but up from lower racing series. This enables a rewarding progression trail to follow and a
gentler learning curve which i expect will be invaluable for improving.

There is a selection of managers and engineers for you to choose from to support you through your career and theres a limited
fictional social media interaction with your fictional fans which ticks the egoist's authenticity box. Contract negotiations,
magazines and the email system all feel useful and don't clutter you up with useless information.

Another excellent addition is the ability to have sit-down meetings with your race engineer in the pits. Answer his questions
about how you find the bike and he'll set up the bike for you based on your feedback - a superb feature for those who just want
to race or don't have much understanding of the set-up system.

Highly recommended.
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Dont let the gamplay demo fool you !

This game have so much potential and ?....
The tutorial its ( i think ) the scariest part of the game ! The open world is boring ( no enemis, lights, etc...) just a foggy
landscape. There are not many buuldings in wich you can enter and the first enemis you encounter you dont even have to fight
back, they just walk into you like into a wall.
Well, there are some scary moments but they last only for minuts.

Its like something happen to the devs so that they have to bring the game out veryyyyy fast, and this is the most scariest thing in
this story.

The trailer for this game was really good and.... yeah, only the trailer.
This game is maybe worth 20 eu ( thanks to the silent hill atmosphere and the good graphic ) but only if you are disperate to ply
something horror.. This is a great game but i have only one problem with this game: there needs to be more maps other than that
its great and you should definitly get it if you like Bomberman. At least in BLOCKADE 3D, you don't get dizzy, can close the
chat box without sending a message and (!) disconnect without Alt+F4.

Edit: do not buy this game. It is completely broken. You cannot play. Do not try, or you will waste your money.. A lot of the
effects have not been working for me. After a YEAR there has been no reply or help for this problem! How can I enjoy a
broken simulator? Spending minutes to place effects and not seeing them is utterly frustrating. I can not recommend this until it
gets repaired. So far this sim has just been a waste of my €10,-. It's an ok and VERY short VR experience. Definitely NOT
worth more than $1. Just get the NoLimits coaster free demo. It's much better and it's free!. I'm sorry but your "requirement"
specs are a lie, the game controls really really poorly, there is no time at all to set up, first wave + with how poorly the game
controls is impossible you push left and it goes right 9 times out of 10.
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